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Abstract. Multi-tenancy enables cost-effective SaaS through resource
consolidation. Multiple customers, or tenants, are served by a single ap-
plication instance, and isolation is enforced at the application level. Ser-
vice load for different tenants can vary over time, requiring applications
to scale in and out. A large class of SaaS providers operates legacy appli-
cations structured around a relational (SQL) database. These applica-
tions achieve tenant isolation through dedicated fields in their relational
schema and are not designed to support scaling operations. We present
a novel solution for scaling in or out such applications through the mi-
gration of a tenant’s data to new application and database instances.
Our solution requires no change to the application and incurs no ser-
vice downtime for non-migrated tenants. It leverages external tables and
foreign data wrappers, as supported by major relational databases. We
evaluate the approach using two multi-tenant applications: Iomad, an ex-
tension of the Moodle Learning Management System, and Camunda, a
business process management platform. Our results show the usability of
the method, minimally impacting performance for other tenants during
migration and leading to increased service capacity after migration.

Keywords: scalability · multi-tenancy · databases · cloud computing

1 Introduction

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) is the cloud service model with the highest mar-
ket size [8]. It allows client organizations, or tenants, to benefit from turn-key
applications. Multi-tenancy is the sharing application instances across multiple
tenants [9]. It enables SaaS providers to benefit from economies of scale, consol-
idating service load for different tenants, and reducing total cost of ownership.
Multi-tenancy can be implemented by sharing computing resources (virtual ma-
chines (VM) or containers), by sharing application servers, storing data for mul-
tiple tenants in the same database or using a combination of these approaches.

For instance, Rightnow, a customer relationship SaaS provider, reported mil-
lions of dollars of savings thanks to multi-tenancy [18].

Despite the current trend towards building new applications using microser-
vices [5] and using cloud-native scalable databases [21,24], a large class of SaaS
operators still operate applications based on tried-and-tested monolithic appli-
cations using a relational (SQL) database to store customer data. In such legacy
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applications, multi-tenancy is typically implemented at the database level, ei-
ther using distinct dedicated databases, dedicated tables or shared tables [28].
We focus in this paper on shared-table multi-tenancy: Database tables are shared
between tenants, and a tenant identifier enables queries to distinguish the ten-
ants’ rows (i.e., a shared-table schema [2]). SaaS provider Salesforce has been,
for instance, using such a shared-table architecture for over ten years [29]. Other
examples of applications using shared-table multi-tenancy include learning man-
agement such as Iomad (an evolution of Moodle), content management (e.g.,
Cortex-CMS), business process modelling (e.g., Activiti, Bonita, Camunda), or
cloud billing (e.g., CloudKitty).

The application load for multi-tenant applications hosted in the cloud is dy-
namic. In order to enforce the essential pay-as-you-go model of cloud computing,
applications must support elastic scaling operations, whereby new resources are
added and removed as the operation workload changes. Typically, scaling out re-
quires starting new application instances and migrating data for certain tenants
to this instance. In legacy shared-table multi-tenant applications, this require-
ment is impaired by two factors. First, there is limited support for scalability
operations in traditional relational database engines [14]3. Second, legacy appli-
cations are generally designed on the basis that a single, centralized, and unified
view of the entire database is available, which includes in particular information
(tables) shared across tenants. Migrating data for a tenant to the new database
instance associated with the new application server invalidates this assumption,
requiring non-trivial adaptations in the legacy code.

Contributions. We present a non-intrusive and efficient methodology for stop-
and-copy tenant migration in legacy multi-tenant applications using the shared-
table approach. Our method enables such legacy applications to scale in and
out based on tenants’ requirements (e.g., the volume of requests or data). It is
adapted to the constraints of SaaS providers: (1) it does not require changes
to the code of legacy applications, and maintain guarantees on unified views of
the database and of common data; (2) it enables migrations of a tenant with
no interruption of service for other tenants and only minimal and temporary
impact for the migrated one; (3) it effectively enables the provider to scale up
the number of requests that can be supported after migration and can, reversely,
be used for tenant consolidation and resource savings.

Our method leverages external tables and foreign data wrappers (FDW),
ISO standard features supported by major relational database engines. These
features enable a unified view of the database, and unmodified queries while al-
lowing data to be stored onto different instances of the database engine hosted
by different VMs or containers. We present a SQL-based systematic process for
the migration of tenants’ data between these instances. We implemented our

3 Database sharding, e.g., using PL/Proxy [22] allows splitting the content of tables
over multiple database nodes, but it is not elastic: changing the sharding plan re-
quires to restart the database. Database specific extensions such as the Citus ex-
tension for Postgresql or Vitess for Mysql permit automatic scaling. However, they
imply switching to specific engines, with their limitations and limited support.
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approach for two representative multi-tenant applications: (1) Iomad, a learning
management system evolved from the popular Moodle system; (2) Camunda, a
business process management system. These two case studies confirm the abil-
ity of our method to enable migrations with no change to the application. Our
performance evaluation of the applications in a Kubernetes cluster using Post-
greSQL shows the effectiveness of our approach. Tenants migrations happen with
negligible impact on query performance for other tenants and enable increased
service throughput after migration.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our
migration method. Section 3 presents our two case studies, evaluated in Section 4.
We discuss related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 A method for tenant migration

We describe in this section our methodology and migration method for multi-
tenant software under the shared-table model. We list our design goals (§2.1),
present the architecture (§2.2), detail the classification of database tables (§2.3),
and describe the tenant migration process (§2.4).

2.1 Design goals

In a multi-tenant application, tenants’ resource requirements vary depending
on clients activity. These variations are hard to predict and can bring under-
utilization or over-utilization of resources, resulting in additional costs for the
provider or severed QoS for the customer. A possibility to address this problem
is to migrate the corresponding data and software to another server. However,
tenant migration in shared-table multi-tenant applications is a complicated pro-
cess, due to the meddling of tenant data in different rows of common database
tables. Besides, some data can be shared between tenants: For instance, global
parameters such as the list of tenants cannot be separated between different
tenants. This makes the task of consistently backup or export data challenging
to do without changes to the application code.

We propose a method for migrating tenants in legacy applications using a
relational database and the shared-table model. Its goals are as follows:

– Non-intrusion: It should not require changes to the source code of the
application, as these are typically expensive to implement and maintain over
time. Instead, it may only apply simple transformations of the database
schema.

– Parsimony: Only the data relevant for a migrated tenant should be trans-
ferred between origin and target database instances, to limit the impact of
migrations on resource consumption for the provider.

– Transparency: Migration operations should have minimal impact on the
application clients, and particularly those of the non-migrated tenants. Ap-
plication or database restart is not desired to implement migration, and the
slowdown imposed by a migration operation must be limited.

– Reliability: Changes to the database schema, as required by the architec-
ture to enable migrations, should not impact data and queries consistency.
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Fig. 1. Multi-tenant stock management application: Entity-Relation schema.

We also make the following assumption of tenant isolation, that is, tenants’
queries should be specific for their tenant, i.e. they should not target other
tenants [9].

In the remainder of this section, we illustrate our discussion using an ex-
ample of a multi-tenant stock management application, whose schema is given
by Figure 1. This example application allows different tenants (listed in table
tenant) to trace the availability (association table site product) of products
(table product) on different sites (table site). Tenants can only access their
sites and products (e.g., as the primary key for product is <tenant id,id>

there is no sharing of product identifiers between tenants).

2.2 Overview

The foundation of our method is to split the tables of the application schema
between a single reference database and multiple tenant databases. Each tenant
database hosts data for multiple tenants, but data for a given tenant is not split
across tenant databases. All tenant databases link with the unique reference
database by using foreign tables. The reference database contains data common
to the whole installation. The application servers connect to the corresponding
tenant databases and do not need to be aware of the existence of the refer-
ence database accessed through foreign tables. Figure 2 presents an example of
deployment with two tenants databases.

Foreign tables are supported by major relational databases [30], and are en-
abled by Foreign Data Wrappers (FDW), an ISO standard feature for relational
databases since SQL/MED (ISO/IEC 9075-9:2003 [11])4. Foreign Data Wrap-
pers allow accessing foreign data through virtual tables. Foreign data can be
tables in a remote database instance, or other data sources accessed through a
specific wrapper. Virtual tables behave like regular tables for queries and provide
ACID guarantees for foreign data stored in the remote database. It is important
to note, however, that foreign tables do not allow the automatic enforcement of

4 Foreign Data Wrappers availability is vendor-dependent. Postgres, MySQL, and
MariaDB support the ISO standard. Db2, SQL Server and Oracle do not support
it, but offer similar features (with respectively distributed databases, linked servers,
and database link). Support of distributed transactions is also vendor-dependent:
they are not supported in MySQL, are only partially supported in PostgreSQL and
the Open Source engine FederatedX of MariaDB, and fully supported in commercial
engines such as Oracle, SQL Server, DB2, and the Spider engine of MariaDB.
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Fig. 2. Application of the method to two tenant databases and migration of tenant 4.

integrity constraints (e.g., foreign keys) between local tables and foreign tables:
Such constraints can only be declared between local tables5. The transparency
of queries using foreign tables directly enables our property of non-intrusion:
queries in the application do not have to be modified, and we only need to
operate changes to the database schema, as we present next.

2.3 Mapping tables to tenant or reference DB

Our method requires classifying which of the tables should be hosted in tenant
databases and which should be kept in the reference database, and accessed,
therefore, as foreign tables from the former. This classification is application-
dependent and cannot be easily automated. We discuss, therefore, guidelines to
allow SaaS operators to make informed decisions, as we detail with our two use
cases in Section 3.

We propose to classify tables using the following categories. (1) Active
tables contain tenant-specific data about currently running processes, tasks,
events, users, roles, etc. (2) Temporary tables contain system-related data
linked to the tenant application server, for instance, cache tables. (3) System
tables contain system-related data concerning the global installation (e.g., the
list of tenants). (4) Archive tables contain tenant-specific data about past pro-
cesses, tasks, events, . . . Active tables (containing tenant-specific data) can be
further split into two categories: (1.1) tables containing a tenant identifier as a
field, and (1.2) tables that do not contain such a field.

The SaaS operator must decide on the classification of tables between the
reference database and tenant databases. The choice can consider the following
principles: (1) Distributed queries cost: Distributed queries (i.e., involving
tables in the tenant database and the reference database) are more expensive
in term of response time than queries for a single database engine instance. (2)
Data volume: The deployment must seek a balance between the volume of
data kept in the reference database and the volume of data hosted by tenant
databases. Large volumes of data in the reference database may lead to scalabil-
ity issues due to its uniqueness, whereas an arbitrary number of tenant databases
can be used. On the other hand, large volumes of data in tenant databases in-
crease the migration duration.

5 This inconvenience can be addressed by using database triggers emulating the in-
tegrity constraints.
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Fig. 3. Multi-tenant stock management application: table placement.

The choice of classification impacts the performance and behaviour of the
application. As a general principle, the following is generally a good starting
basis: active tables and temporary tables are assigned to the tenant database,
and system and archive tables are assigned to the reference database.

We apply this approach to the stock management example of Figure 1. First,
table tenant is a system table: it contains the list of tenants and is global to
the system as a whole. Second, site and product are tenant-specific tables:
they should be located on tenant databases. Finally, site product is a tenant-
specific table that does not feature a tenant identifier. It can be located either on
the reference or tenant database. As frequent queries return the list of products
per site or the list of sites holding products, the operator considers that it is
preferable to host site product alongside the site and product tables in the
tenant database. Another reason for her choice could be the need to declare
integrity constraints between these two tables.

We present our method applied to the tables of Figure 2 in Figure 3. In
this case, we keep the tables site product, site and product on the tenant
database. The tenant table is located on the reference database, and a perma-
nent foreign table in the tenant database will target it. In the end, an appli-
cation connecting to the tenant database will be able to access all four tables
and issue DQL (Data Query Language), and DML (Data Manipulation Lan-
guage) queries as if they were accessing a unique database. For tables using
sequentially-generated identifiers, collisions could happen in the case of consoli-
dation of tenants in the same database. For reference tables, sequences should be
managed at the reference database level. For tenant tables, this issue is manage-
able with a shift on the sequence for each tenant database in each table to avoid
collisions (for instance, keys from 10,000,000 to 19,999,999 from a first tenant,
keys from 20,000,000 to 29,999,999 from a second tenant, etc.).

Our methodology supports production features such as database backups,
security, or the evolution of schemas. Database backup tools can be configured
to use foreign tables. Tables and schemas security access can be tuned in the
corresponding tenant databases. Database schemas updates needed by the soft-
ware evolutions should be done on the tenant and reference databases: Schema
upgrade scripts should be split as well and be applied on all databases, and
foreign tables should also be updated.
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2.4 Migration of a tenant

The use of our proposed evolution of the application schema enables migrations
using a series of SQL statements (i.e., in concordance with our objective of non-
intrusion, we do not require specific features from the database system itself).
Table data stored in the tenant database and specific to the migrated tenant
should be inserted in the corresponding table at the destination (which can be, in
the case of a horizontal scale-out operation, a freshly-started database instance,
or an existing instance in the case of a consolidation). Current transactions on
tenants should have been all committed or rollbacked before a migration to avoid
data loss. Multi-tenant applications generally feature the possibility to pause or
set to “maintenance mode” a specific tenant, and we assume the availability of
such a function. When migration occurs, client queries directed at the origin
application server should be put on hold during migration and redirected on
the destination application server after the migration. Figure 2 illustrates the
migration of tenant 4.

The migration process requires the following steps to migrate tenant t from
one stack a featuring database Da and application Aa to stack b formed of
database Db and application Ab:

1. stop the tenant on application Aa and disconnect users;

2. disable foreign key checks for the database connection;

3. for each table in the tenant database, instantiate a temporary foreign table
using a foreign data wrapper in database Da, targeting the corresponding
table in database Db; then, in database Da, insert data corresponding to
tenant t in the foreign tables, thereby inserting it in database Db;

4. enable foreign key checks for the database connection;

5. if there were no errors, delete temporary foreign tables used for the transfer
from database Da and tenant t data from this database;

6. re-activate the tenant on application Ab. Queries from users of tenant t
should now target application Ab;

7. in the advent of an error, remove modifications on Ab and Db, and reactivate
the tenant on application Aa.

The step 3 where we insert tenant-specific data using the temporary foreign
table uses regular SQL statements, i.e., INSERT, SELECT, and DELETE. These
queries are prepared alongside the schema classification by the SaaS operator
deploying the application. In the advent of a fault during the migration, the
tenant data remains available at its original location until the migration ends.
The system can then be rollbacked to the previous state (i.e. before migration)
for the migrated tenant if such a fault is detected.

In our example stock management application, the case of tables site and
product is straightforward: We insert into the temporary foreign tables lines
with the corresponding tenant identifier. For the site product table, however,
we need to use a JOIN with either of the site or product tables using the ten-
ant identifier. This is necessary to recover the related tenant data, as there is no
tenant identifier used in this table. If the temporary foreign tables are named
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f site, f product, and f site product, respectively, the transfer uses the fol-
lowing three queries to migrate tenant of identifier 1 (we omit the corresponding
deletion queries that follow on tables site, product, and site product):

INSERT INTO f_site SELECT * FROM site WHERE tenant_id = 1

INSERT INTO f_product SELECT * FROM product WHERE tenant_id = 1

INSERT INTO f_site_product SELECT * FROM site_product sp \

JOIN site s ON sp.tenantid = s.tenantid WHERE s.tenantid = 1

After performing table classification and preparing parameterized table sub-
queries, we can automatize the operations of schema creation and migration. We
developed a configurable tool for this purpose, used in our experiments (§ 4).

Only active data is migrated, thus reducing the duration of migrations com-
pared to a regular backup/restore operation. However, tenants with a high quan-
tity of active data will take longer to be migrated. This duration needs to be
taken into account depending on QoS needs for migrations. In this matter, wisely
choosing which tables should be placed on the tenant and reference databases is
an important step, as we discuss in the next section with two real-world appli-
cations.

3 Case studies

In this section, we detail our experience in enabling tenant migrations for two
shared-table multi-tenant applications: Iomad, a learning management system
and Camunda, a business process management engine.

3.1 Iomad

Iomad (https://www.iomad.org) is an open-source fork of Moodle, the popular
Learning Management System. Iomad adds features to Moodle, enabling its use
in a SaaS context, including multi-tenancy, better reporting, and e-commerce
features. As Moodle, Iomad is developed in PhP and uses a traditional database
management system to persist its data, such as Mysql, Postgresql, or SQL server.
Multi-tenancy in Iomad is implemented using a limited shared-table approach
by the addition of tenant-specific tables to the original Moodle schema, without
tenant identifiers in tenant-related tables.

The schema of Iomad contains 457 tables. We proceeded as follows for the
classification. We first identified the company table, containing the tenants. Ten-
ants are linked to users and courses by association tables. Only a handful of
tables use tenant identifiers as a foreign key, as should have been expected un-
der the shared-table model. However, we could trace back a large fraction of the
association between the core tenant-specific tables and corresponding data in
the other tables by following foreign keys dependencies. We selected first these
tables (tenant and the associations to user and course) as system tables for
storage in the reference database.

We then identify active tables and temporary tables, using two ap-
proaches to perform the classification: (1) we selected tables having fields cor-
responding to users or courses (for instance: user, userid, course, courseid,
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etc.) for tenant databases; (2) we considered tables involved in the GDPR-
compliance [19] feature of Iomad, in order to select tables containing user-specific
data, and assigned these tables to the tenant database.

We leveraged the Moodle’s entity-relationship schema extracted by Green [7]
to classify the tables. In total, 314 tables are assigned to tenant databases. All
others (i.e., 143 tables) are assigned to the reference database as system tables.

We note the following two limitations, due to the implementation of multi-
tenancy in Iomad:

– In Iomad, users and courses can be associated with multiple tenants. With
our classification and split, we lose this possibility. Users and courses should
be created independently for each tenant. The independence of tenants is a
necessary feature for multi-tenant software [9]. This is what we believe to
be the normal mode of operation for shared-table multi-tenant applications,
and the impact should be limited in practice;

– Identifiers are serial-based, and the tenant identifier is not part of the primary
key of each table. When scaling in and consolidating tenants from two to a
single database, there is a risk of collision between tenant identifiers. This
risk could be mitigated by using appropriate serial ranges, or UUID primary
keys, but we did not implement these changes as they would have no impact
on performance.

3.2 Camunda

Business Process Modeling (BPM) allows companies to represent, execute, and
analyze business processes. A BPM schema is a graph representing a sequence
of business tasks. These tasks can be automated (e.g., a call to a web service)
or manual (e.g., a form that a human operator should fill). Business processes
embed variables that can be modified by these different tasks.

Numerous commercial BPM tools exist, such as IBM Business Process Man-
ager, Oracle Business Process Management. Open-source alternatives include
Bonita BPM, Activiti, and Camunda, one of the targets of our experiments. We
focus here on the usage of the BPM engine that executes the tasks of business
processes. Camunda, being a multi-tenant BPM solution, is a perfect target for
our method.

The database schema of Camunda 7.8.0 contains 46 tables. In Camunda, ten-
ants are listed in table act id tenant, that we classify as a system table. Most
of the other tables include a tenant identifier as part of their primary key, as a
field tenant id. We selected for tenant databases as active tables all tables con-
taining such a tenant id field, with two exceptions for tables act ge bytearray

and act re deployment. These two tables are, indeed, necessary for the appli-
cation bootstrap and should be classified as system tables. As a result, we
keep them in the reference database for common access by all tenant databases
and all application servers. In total, we select 35 tables for storage in the tenant
databases and 11 tables for storage in the reference database. We note that the
risk of tenant id collision upon a consolidation we mentioned for Iomad is not
present here: Tenant identifiers are part of the primary keys of each tenant table;
tenants are well isolated.
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4 Evaluation

While our use cases show that legacy multi-tenant applications can have their
schema adapted to support tenant migration under our proposed architecture,
we are interested in the experimental evaluation reported in this section in eval-
uating its cost and performance. We extend a migration benchmark that we
introduced in our previous work [16] to answer the following research questions:

1. What is the overhead of porting a legacy application’s data schema to comply
with our architecture?

2. What is the duration of a tenant migration, and how does it impact perfor-
mance for clients of that tenant?

3. What effect do migrations of a tenant have on the performance experienced
for other tenants?

4. Is tenant migration successful in enabling scale-out, i.e., a higher service
capacity after migrating a tenant?

As our main performance metric for questions 1, 3 & 4, we consider the re-
sponse time as experienced by the client application (i.e., in response to HTTP
queries accessing various features of the application). We further consider mi-
gration time from the SaaS operator’s perspective when answering question 2.

We use JMeter as a load injection tool. For Iomad, we extended Moodle’s load
tests, which include HTTP user queries for login, course display, forum display,
response and attachment sending, and logout operations. The Iomad database is
pre-filled with users and tenants data prior to load injection. For Camunda, we
developed a JMeter scenario emulating a user creating and executing a process
containing a BPM human task (i.e., a task that must be filled and validated
by an operator). The scenario claims the task for the user and emulates its
processing. As for Iomad, we pre-fill the database with the process definition
and the tenant-specific data prior to load injection.

4.1 Experimental setup

We run all tests in a Kubernetes cluster hosted on the Azure IaaS cloud. We
use eight 4-core Azure D3 v2 instances for hosting application containers, and
one 2-core B2ms instance for the Kubernetes master. Our deployment includes
(1) the host reference database; (2) two application instances, origin and destina-
tion, each composed of two nodes: a web server and a tenant database; (3) two
load injectors; (4) an experiment orchestrator. We developed a script allow-
ing to instantiate the different databases and application instances, orchestrate
experiments, and trigger migrations. This script is generic and applies to both
applications. We target reproducible research: All our deployments are described
using Helm charts and Argo workflows. The source code and experimental data
are open-source and available online6.

We use a distributed architecture with an origin and destination instances
and a reference database. We make experiments following the scenarios detailed

6 https://github.com/CloudLargeScale-UCLouvain/legacy-sql-migration
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Name Distributed ? Application Orig.T Migr.T Dur.O Dur.M RPS RQ

1O-nofdw no Iomad 1 0 300 - 10-30 1
1O-nofdw no Camunda 1 0 300 - 50-150 1
2O-nofdw no Iomad 2 0 300 - 10-30 1
2O-nofdw no Camunda 2 0 300 - 50-150 1
1O-fdw yes Iomad 1 0 300 - 10-30 1
1O-fdw yes Camunda 1 0 300 - 50-150 1
2O-fdw yes Iomad 2 0 300 - 10-30 1
2O-fdw yes Camunda 2 0 300 - 50-150 1
1M-fdw yes Iomad 0 1 - 60-300→0 30 2
1M-fdw yes Camunda 0 1 - 60-300→0 200 2
1O1M-fdw yes Iomad 1 1 660 300→300 10-30 3,4
1O1M-fdw yes Camunda 1 1 660 300→300 50-150 3,4

Table 1. List of experiments. Orig.T specifies the number of tenants that start, and
stay, in the origin instance. Migr.T is the number of tenants that start in the origin
instance and later migrate to the destination instance. Dur.O is the time during which
a workload of RPS requests per second per tenant is injected on all tenants staying
on origin instance. It lasts during the entire run. Dur.M is the time during which a
workload of RPS requests per second per tenant is injected on the migrated tenant
(symbol → denotes the injection of this load before, and after, the migration). RQ is
the corresponding research question.

in Table 1, with variations on the numbers of fixed tenants on the origin instance
(origin tenants), and tenants originally on origin instance, and then migrated on
destination instance (migrated tenants). Similar runs are launched for Iomad
and Camunda. Based on our observation of the two applications in our test in-
frastructure, we select the HTTP input query throughput. The max throughput
for Iomad is the one where the application servers’ CPU usage reaches 100%. For
Camunda, it is the saturation point for our two injector nodes. We report, for
each scenario and RPS value in the considered ranges, aggregate distributions
over five individual runs.

For scenarios involving a tenant live migration (1M-fdw and 1O1M-fdw) we
consider one or two tenants originally with the origin instance. One tenant is
migrated from the origin to the destination during the experiment. In the 1M-fdw,
we only apply queries to the migrated tenant to evaluate the impact of migration
on the migrated tenant performance, for multiple durations of injection (this
permitting to observe different tenant sizes), while in configuration 1O1M-fdw

we apply workload to both tenants, and migrate after 300 seconds of injection.
It allows evaluating the impact of the migration operation on the performance
of the non-migrated tenant.

4.2 Results

Figure 4 presents an evaluation of the overhead of using the distributed archi-
tecture, enabling live migrations through the use of foreign tables (denoted as
“split”), versus the same application using a regular one database deployment
(denoted as “single”). With a single database, Iomad response times increase
drastically beginning with 40 RPS, with a 90th percentile reaching over 3 sec-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the split architecture performance with the original architecture
(experiments 1O-* (1 tenant) and 2O-* (2 tenants)). Light grey is the split installation,
dark grey the single installation. The X axis represents the cumulated throughput
from all tenants, the Y axis the distribution of the latencies, with the 10th and 90th
percentiles represented by the whiskers.

onds for 50 and 60 RPS, where the system becomes saturated. Camunda median
response times slightly increase while staying below 50 ms. The performance of
Iomad with a split database is moderately degraded compared to a single de-
ployment, with an additional 20 to 30 ms median response time over the 120 to
150 ms of the single-database configuration. For Camunda, response times are
doubled, yet remain low and consistent. These increases are as expected: They
are the results of some of the relational queries needing to access data through
foreign tables and two database instances. They represent a baseline cost for
being able to enable live migrations, that will be compensated by the scalability
they allow in large deployments.

Our evaluation of the scalability improvement enabled by live migrations is
in figure Figure 5. We present the latency of operations for the tenant staying at
the origin (origin tenant) and for the migrated tenant. As expected, performance
after the migration is comparable to the performance would both tenants be de-
ployed on separate instances directly. It results in increased service throughput
for Iomad: after migration, the application supports 60 RPS with acceptable
latencies, in contrast with the maximum of 40 RPS with a single-database con-
figuration. Gains for Camunda are more modest than Iomad’s, yet we can observe
diminished response times and better throughput scaling. We explain the fact
that the latencies for the origin tenant are slightly higher than for the migrated
tenant by the additional accumulated data during the migration, only applying
to the origin tenant.

We evaluate the live migration duration in Figure 6 using configuration 1M.
The migration time for Iomad is around 11 seconds and slightly increases for
longer injection times prior to migration (accumulating more data through more
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Fig. 5. Performance gain with migration (experiments 1O1M-*). The migrated tenant
is shown in light grey, the origin tenant in dark grey.
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Fig. 6. Duration of injection vs. duration of migration (experiments 1M-*) represented
by the dots. The corresponding linear regression is presented by the dashed line.

requests). With Camunda, migration duration increases linearly with the dura-
tion of the injection before this migration. This is a direct effect of the additional
volume of data to be migrated, resulting from the additional queries (a total of
60’000 queries in 300 seconds in the case of Camunda, 9’000 for Iomad).

Migrating a tenant involves copying data from the origin database to the
destination database. It can provoke negative effects on the response time of
other hosted tenants. We evaluate in Figure 7 the impact of a tenant migration
on the performance of the other tenants staying at the origin. Our evaluation
considers the latencies for both applications, 20 seconds before the migration,
and during the migration operation. The latency is only marginally impacted for
Iomad, especially in high throughputs, and not perceptible for Camunda. The
probable cause of the small effects on Camunda compared to Iomad is that the
instalment does not approach saturation.

Discussion Our split-database architecture successfully enables live migration
in multi-tenant shared-table applications. Migration operations enable scaling
out and supporting higher service throughput, while only minimally impact-
ing the performance for non-migrated tenants, satisfying our objective of trans-
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Fig. 7. Effects of migration on colocated tenants (experiments 1O1M-*, 20 seconds
before migration, and during migration). Performances during migration are in light
grey, before migration in dark grey.

parency. Migration time is, unsurprisingly, impacted by the volume of data. As
the transfer happens through a series of sequential SQL requests, migration la-
tency (and, therefore, the unavailability period for the migrated tenant) can
be high for large tenants. This is a compromise due to our property of non-
intrusion, that highlights the importance of properly classifying tables for the
tenant database, i.e., respecting the parsimony property. Using parallel transfers
(e.g., using several threads to transfer data from origin tables to the destination
tables) could speed up the process, but we leave this optimization to future
work.

5 Related work

We review related work on migration in databases, database sharding, and re-
lated approaches to multi-tenancy.

Work towards migrations in multi-tenant databases mainly focused on shared-
process database [3,6,10], in engines such as H-Store or Elastras. In the industry,
Azure proposes a scalable version of Postgresql named Hyperscale and based on
the Open Source Citus Postgresql extension [4]. This approach, like ours, is based
on distribution keys and works well with multi-tenant applications. However, join
operations on distributed tables are not allowed, thus making adaptations of the
source code necessary for most applications. Oracle proposes multi-tenant live
migration features [15]. Their solution is based on Real Application Cluster, Or-
acle’s distributed database product, and enables service relocation. However, it
provides only full database migration (shared disk architecture) [12] and cannot
be applied to shared-row multi-tenancy scenarios. Google provides distributed
and highly consistent databases F1 and Spanner [21]. Spanner allows redistribu-
tion of data across shards. These database systems are only available on Google
Cloud, and lack some RDBMS features such as sequences, or DML queries on
non-key fields. Vitess is an evolution of MySQL that provides automatic shard-
ing [26]. It does not, however, comply totally to the MySQL feature matrix and
applications require code adaptation. Compared to our approach, these works
need the usage of specific database engines, and adaptations in the code base.
Our migration methodology runs natively on legacy database engines.
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Microsoft Azure offers several tools for shared-table multi-tenant applica-
tions. The Azure SQL database, based on SQL Server, includes an Elastic Data-
base client library [13]. A tool called SplitMerge enables live shard migration
based on an identifier or range of values in specific fields. Tables for a sharded
tenant can be moved depending on a classification over three table types: shard
tables, reference tables and other tables. During a migration, shard tables are
copied based on the key of the tenant, reference tables are fully copied (leading
to errors if these tables are already initialized), and other tables are ignored.
This approach, while interesting, require software adaptation and the use of
the specific Elastic database client. It also needs a specific database for tenant
management. Our architecture does not require modifications to applications’
codebase, as common tables between tenants stay available with the usage of
foreign tables. Ghostferry [20] is a live migration tool based on Github’s gh-ost
tool for MySQL. Ghostferry allows copying a list of tables from an origin to a
target database and offers filtering capabilities. It is based on the replication
feature of MySQL databases and uses the binary log of the database for the
migration operation. There are some limitations, such as the need of integer
primary keys, the need for row-based replication on the source server, and it is
specific to MySQL. Ghostferry does not address the system tables problem in
multi-tenant applications as we do in our architecture. Jetpants by Tumblr [25]
is an automation toolkit to automatize sharding operations. However, it does
not permit to keep the codebase of a legacy application untouched. We note
that both Ghostferry and Jetpants could be coupled with our architecture to
implement the actual migration operation.

We finally review approaches that are orthogonal or complementary to our
work. Slacker [1] is a middleware for automating migration upon SLA violations.
Slacker can leverage automated backup or other live migrations methods. Nu-
merous authors proposed models for multi-tenant resource allocation and tenant
placement [17,27,23]. The goal of these works is to minimize operational costs
and limit the number of quality of service violations. They do not consider, how-
ever, the means used for the live migration operations, or the constraints the
support for live migration poses on the architecture.

6 Conclusion

We presented a novel migration method for shared-table multi-tenant applica-
tions. Our approach is adapted to the needs of SaaS providers wishing to offer
scalable installments of legacy applications based on relational databases. Our
proposal does not require changes to the application source code but only to
its data schema. We proposed guidelines for classifying which tables should be
included in the migratable part of this schema, and we presented the application
of these guidelines to two real-world multi-tenant applications. Our experimen-
tal evaluation in the cloud shows a real gain in capacity for these applications
and low overhead. In our future work, we wish to explore the automation of
the classification of tenant tables, e.g., using learning techniques and data from
actual deployments, and the improvement of the performance of the migration
itself through its parallelization.
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